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November 6, 2008

The Honorable Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House
235 Cannon HOB
\,(Iashington, DC 20515

Dear Honorable Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi:
It is an honor to address the Speaker of the House for the United States Congress; however, I write this
rather sensitive letter at a time of veritable CriSIS for our (()untry and our Constitution. I appeal to the Honorable
Congresswoman to defend the Constitution of the United States in order to preserve the union and avoid the
massive difficulties that will ensue should The Speaker of the House NOT take action and fail to defend the
Constitution of the United States! May I remind the noble lady of her oath of offICe? Sworn to defend &
preserve our nation's Constitution?
Should President elect Barack Obama NOT be qualified to become President accurding to our
Constitution due to a foreign birth (Kenya), then our country needs to know BEFORE Mr. Obama is sworn in!
If ind~ed Mr. Obama is qualified, then we need to get this possibly problematic affair out of the way. Making
his birth certificate public should be a relatively simple matter.
Bowel'er, there i, Utl(: mure issue before us and it is grave. :\fy friend, and physician, is of the opinion that
YJCf.-prcsiuer.1 elect Joseph Riden is mentally ill and has a Bipolar Disorder 0\fanic-Depressive Disease). He
urged we 1"0 lisren closely to :\1r. Biden and [ ha\"C to concur: Either Mr. Biden is grossly fabricating and knows
it or else he may be confabulating and be unaware. My specialty is in Bipolar Disorders.
:\foreover, if :\fr. Biden has a Bipolar Disorder, it is an "untreated" disorder! This places our nation at
grave risk should anything happen to Mr. Obama and as a result Mr. Biden must assume the duties and possibly
even the office of the President!
.\ccordingly, I implore the Honorable Speaker of the House to take action quickly in order to respect and
defend our Constitution and our country. Truly, we live during dangerous times 0\Ir. Putin). Dangerous times
call for leadership, specifically experienced and mentally stable leadership. Please do not leave your country, our
country hanging. Resolve these matters for us now-before :\ofr. Obama is inaugurated.
:\fay God bless you and give you wisdom and guide you to preserving the union of our nation and saving
our Constitution. While these are difficult times, inaction will only have terrible results. Feel free to call me at
any time at (480) 656-6707 or (480) 861-9221 if I might provide you with my expertise. Until that time I hear
from you, I remain humbly and respectfully ... yours ... very ...
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